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A full suite of free services for connected customers
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FinOps Guy 

(IT Governance)

“I want to... 

- ...Map charges to projects and 

organizations”

- ...Set up showback and/or 

chargeback reports”

LOB App Owner /IT Dev Lead

“I want to... 

- ...Forecast capacity needs, and what-if 

scenarios”

- ...Know when I am over the budget”

IT Operations

“I want to... 

- ...Drill down into details for root 

cause analysis”

- … Know unexpected behaviours
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Cloud and 
Kubernetes make 

costs 
decentralized, 
variable and 

scalable

Insufficient cost 
monitoring is 

causing overspend

Maximizing 
business value 
requires new 

processes and 
tools

https://www.cncf.io/blog/2021/06/29/finops-for-kubernetes-insufficient-or-nonexistent-kubernetes-cost-monitoring-is-causing-overspend/

Microsurvey of the CNCF and the FinOps foundation about Kubernetes and cloud costs

https://www.cncf.io/blog/2021/06/29/finops-for-kubernetes-insufficient-or-nonexistent-kubernetes-cost-monitoring-is-causing-overspend/
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Visualize costs

Review OpenShift costs aggregated 

across hybrid infrastructure so you 

can stay on budget

Show Red Hat related costs in 

context

Allocate costs

Understand spending habits and 

distribute costs into projects, 

organizations, and regions

Improve communication between IT 

and line of business (LOB)

Communicate and Influence 

behaviours

Models costs to align operations, 

developers and business.

Make those responsible accountable 

so they take action
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Filter and group costs and 
resource using hierarchical 
information, labels and tags

Provide insights about how 
OpenShift costs are distributed, 

including cloud infrastructure 
costs from multiple accounts

Business MappingOpenShift Cost Visibility 
and Distribution

Included with your
OCP subscription

Cost models with input from 
cloud bills and OCP metrics.

Advanced rating with tag based 
rating and effective usage 

Modeling costs cloud and 
on-prem clusters

Cost explorer 
(time-based views)

Dashboard, details and  cost 
explorer views

IN PROGRESS

Cost Management operator Resource Optimization

CPU, Memory, Storage Specific recommendations to enhance 
performance and save money

NEW
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Cost management for Red Hat OpenShift

- Visualize costs across hybrid cloud 

infrastructure

- Track cost trends

- Map charges to projects, labels  

and organizations. Slice and dice 

the data with filters

- Use cost models to normalize data 

from the cluster and clouds

- Generate showback exports and 

utilize them to build  your 

chargeback reports

View OpenShift costs across 

hybrid infrastructure
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Use Case Details Stakeholder(s)

AWS visibility - High number of AWS accounts (both master and linked accounts)
- Needs consolidated view of costs

All

OpenShift visibility - Multiple OCP clusters
- Needs consolidated dashboard to see resources and overall costs

IT Ops

OpenShift 
infrastructure costs

- Multiple OCP clusters on AWS
- Needs to understand the overall costs that AWS is charging to run 

OCP

All

OpenShift cost per 
project

- Running several projects in different OCP clusters
- Needs to understand the cost of each project

LOB Owner, 
IT Ops

Visibility into business 
costs

- FinOps tasked to report the cost of running services
- Needs to group by user, region, department and/or application and 

recover charge to the LOB cost center

FinOps, 
LOB Owner

Workload 
optimization

- Are my DevOps teams requesting the resources they need?
- Can I save some money? Should I spend more somewhere to improve 

performance?

IT Ops, 
IT Dev Lead
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Problem Cost management

It is difficult to understand what resources are being used by 
my application and incurring cost

Cost management uses Prometheus metrics and connects to 
your cloud accounts to provide full disclosure of resources, 
cloud services and costs for all clusters, no matter how long 
those resources are active or where

I am confused about the actual total cost of my cluster Cost management uses cost models and bill information from 
cloud providers, along with tags and labels, to identify and 
show the cost of your cluster including supporting services 
and custom costs

Multi-cluster, multi-cloud hybrid environments are a challenge Cost management shows a single pane of glass for all your 
clouds and clusters

I want to know what is the cost of my application running on 
multiple clusters

Even if applications are deployed in different clusters or joint 
inside a cluster, Cost management uses labels to identify 
them and provide easy reporting on costs and resources
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Problem Cost management

It is hard to identify what services in the cloud are used to 
provide OpenShift

Cost management identifies services through metadata and 
labels to provide a full vision of costs per cluster

It is hard to identify how much a project costs per month Cost management distributes costs based on real usage and 
cluster capacity to provide full visibility

There is not a one-to-one relationship between projects and 
applications in Kubernetes

Cost management uses tags and labels to identify the 
relationships between OpenShift projects, clusters and cloud 
services. By combining this with your CMDB, you can 
generate a report of your business applications.

I want to know how much my cost center is spending You can use metadata to group and show together the costs 
of different projects and applications

I have more costs than just OpenShift or clouds Cost management provides a rich REST API that can be used 
to consume and enrich data in BI and reporting tools: Excel, 
Power BI, Tableau, Grafana, etc.
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Problem Cost management

Developers are not aware of the impact of their architectural 
decision in the overall costs of the platform

Adding costs visually to the development process aids with the 
accountability of developers

Our clusters are empty, but reservations forbid new workloads 
to be added

Cost management cost models allows developers to use what 
they need, while admonishing their usage to encourage them 
to change their ways

The total cost of ownership of the solution is higher than it 
should be due to low utilization

Cost management provides insights about resources and 
costs to identify gaps and waste.

We are not sure our OpenShift resource requests and limits 
are right

Cost management monitors your workload and provides 
specific resource optimization recommendations based on 
different time frames.
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ROS Cost

RHEL

OpenShift
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ROS Cost

RHEL

OpenShift

● Resource consumption
● Monetary cost
○ User workload
○ Control plane
○ Unallocated capacity
○ Additional services (storage, traffic, etc)
● CO2 cost
● Resource optimization opportunities
● Cost optimization opportunities
● Automation to implement optimization 

opportunities



linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatEMEA

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/redhatiberia

redhat.com/es/global/espana

http://linkedin.com/company/red-hat
http://youtube.com/user/RedHatEMEA
http://facebook.com/redhatinc
http://twitter.com/redhatiberia
http://redhat.com/es/global/espana
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